Concluding Remarks

Assumptions and Limiting Conditions

While trees vary in their response to changed conditions, disruption in any form of the environment, even if such disruption is not the main cause of the disturbance, may result in adverse results. Disruption in any form of the environment may result in adverse results. Disruption in any form of the environment may result in adverse results.

The following are intended to be the general guide for the project:

- All information presented herein covers only the trees examined at the time of the observation.
- Observation tests performed visually without probing, dissection, or dissection-related statistical analysis may result in adverse results.
- Trees observed at the time of dissection may experience an adverse effect on the root system.
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PODium LEVEL AMENITIES:

RECEssED WALL LIGHT IN PODium PLANTER WALLs: "Juno" 120 VOLT LED STEPFIGHT WIth BLACK PLASTIC (LOUvERED) grILL (OH EQUAL), Refer TO LIGHTING CONSULTANT PLANS

CONVERSATION SEATING AREAS: SECTIONAL CONFORmATIONS WIth FINISH FINISHED AND CUSHIONS AVAILABLE THROUGH TEST BRANDS (OH EQUAL).

PREFABRICATION PLANTERS WIth WINE TRELLIS: TOURNEiSOL STiEVENWORKS WHiShIRE SERIES 2X2X9 FIBERGLASS PLANTER, SHADOW COLOR, W 4 FT, HT, VERTiCAL STEEL TRELLIS

PRECAST PLANTER D: WauSaU SEaShell PLANTER (SEA-9), 24" SQ.

PRECAST PLANTER E: WauSaU WaUSHED GLASS PLANTERS (WG-20), 24" SQ.

PRECAST PLANTER F: WauSaU TEXTURED GRANITE PLANTERS (UG-20), 24" SQ.

LINER METAL TRELLIS

3" SQ. STEEL TUBE TRELLIS, ALT.

4" SQ. STEEL TUBE SEATS

2X2X9 FIBERGLASS PLANTER W/ WOOD SADDING

PREFABRICATION ROUND PLANTERS "TOURNEiSOL, STiEVENWORKS "AQUARIUS COLLECTION" 31"X27"X9" FIBERGLASS PLANTER.